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Abstract The degree of weathering in natural stones on

buildings and sculptures has been determined for many

years in numerous cases by means of ultrasonic measure-

ments. Conclusions concerning the strength of the rock and

the type of weathering can thus be drawn. This relationship

has not been established for all rock types. Most of the

progress utilizing this method has been made in the anal-

ysis of marbles, where an increasing degree of weathering

shows lower ultrasonic velocities. In the present study, four

Carrara marble samples showing similar rock fabrics, but

with respect to weathering exhibit considerable differences

are investigated. Porosity varies between 0.2 vol. % and ca.

2.4 vol. %, whereby with increasing porosity the pore radii

changes as well. Parallel to this the ultrasonic velocities

change in dry samples from about 5.5 to 1.6 km/s,

respectively. Model calculations reveal that the velocity

reduction is caused by cracks with an extremely small

aspect ratio of about 0.005 or even less. After a specific

loss of strength, however, solution processes can become

active, which modify the microcracks and generate an

opposite trend. In the process a strong porosity increase

correlates to a relatively small velocity reduction. With the

presence of water the Vp porosity weathering relationship

experiences a considerable modification. Parallel to the

reduction of the ultrasonic velocities, it was determined

that the mechanical strength (compressive strength, flexural

strength, etc.) as well as the static Young’s modulus is

reduced almost equally by a progressive advancement of

the weathering front. In one case study dealing with tensile

strengths, it was clearly documented how tensile cracks

develop and propagate in dependence of the rock fabric.

The rock mechanical and ultrasonic velocity data were

used for stability assessments applied to the marble statu-

aries from the Schlossbrücke in Berlin. Stability assess-

ments of the sculpture group 4 reveal that some critical

parts must be replaced due to safety reasons.

Keywords Marble waethering � Mechanical properties �
Ultrasonic wave velocites � Stability assessment �
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Introduction

Significant artworks have been constructed from marble in

antiquity and present historical times. The ‘‘Schloss-

brücke’’ in Berlin with its monumental sculptural groups

made of Carrara marble is situated in the center of Berlin

on the rim of the Museum Island, an UNESCO world

cultural heritage site (Fig. 1). The sculptures now show

considerable signs of damage. These examples and many

others documented elsewhere have shown that the utiliza-

tion of marble as a building stone can be problematic.

Marble is known for its ability of undergoing a complete

destruction of the fabric over time. On the other hand, thin

marble plates are increasingly used as facade stones instead

of solid blocks. These plates tend to bend inelastically

leading to destruction within a short period of time (see
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discussion in Siegesmund et al. 2007; Logan et al. 1993;

Royer-Carfagni 1999; Jornet and Rück 2000).

In the last several decades, measurements of the ultra-

sonic velocities have achieved more and more acceptance

as a tool for analyzing the damage of marbles (Figs. 2, 3).

The advantage of this method is the more or less non-

destructive practicability, which is indispensable for the

analysis of irrecoverable cultural heritage. The basic prin-

ciple is that a progressive crack growth or crack opening

during weathering leads to a decrease of ultrasonic wave

velocities. For in situ measurements the compressive wave

velocities is the preferred method used. Based on numerous

Fig. 1 Schlossbrücke, Unter

den Linden/Berlin (all statuaries

are given on two photographs

a and b)
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analyses of sculptures made of Carrara marbles, Köhler

(1988, 1991) presented a damage classification with five

different decay classes (Table 1).

Due to the pronounced thermal and thermal-hygric

weathering behavior of marbles, many sculptures and

facades composed of this material show a strong decay

after a short period of exterior exposition. In historical as

well as artistically significant building ornamentations and

sculptures, the conservation of the actual maintenance state

is based on the premise of conducting a preliminary

investigation to characterize the stone material. Generally,

the conservation consists of closing the fractures and pos-

sibly to a large degree restoring the strength properties of

the natural stone.

The aim of the present work was to obtain information

concerning the connection between changes in the pore

space, strength decrease, and the decrease of ultrasonic

velocities during the progressive decay of marbles. For this

study samples of Carrara marble in four different states of

preservation were chosen: (i) fresh, (ii) slight, (iii) medium,

Fig. 2 Ultrasonic analysis on

monuments revealed by

transmission measurements on

the sculpture ‘‘Nike educates the

boy in history’’, Unter den

Linden, Berlin, Germany (dots
refer to a vertical ray path,

while arrows characterize a

diagonal ray path)

Fig. 3 Tomographic

reproduction for evaluating

local Vp intensities on three
slices of the Sculpture group

‘‘Athena arms the warrior’’

(a–g)
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and (iv) strongly weathered. The samples show a more or

less comparable microfabric. This is evident by a median

grain size between 160 and 180 lm as well as a compa-

rable grain fabric, which can be described as equigranular

polygonal (Passchier and Trouw 1996).

In order to constrain the state of weathering, the com-

pressional wave velocities, the tensile strength, and the

uniaxial compressive strength for all investigated rocks

were determined. For the correlation with the increase in

porosity and the change of the pore size distribution,

mercury porosimetry and hydrostatic weighting have also

been carried out. The information on the decrease in

strength can aid in evaluating the structural integrity of

sculptures and facades made of Carrara marble. Further-

more, the mechanical data were also used for ongoing

stability assessments of the statuaries from the castle

bridge.

Historical background

The Schlossbrücke was constructed between 1822 and

1824 in the classical style according to a design by Karl

Friedrich Schinkel. Artistically, this is the most beautiful

bridge in the city of Berlin (Fig. 1). It was completed in the

period from 1842 to 1857 and consists of eight groups of

figures constructed of Carrara marble by sculptors of the

Schadow and Rauch School. These sculptures, such as the

Goddesses of Antiquity (Nike and Athena) with young

heroes were also a part of the design plans of Schinkel.

High pedestals of red granite were constructed on the stone

pillars of the bridge and serve as the base for the larger-

than-life sculptures. The ensemble of bridge figures made

of Carrara marble is reminiscent of the Angels Bridge in

Rome and is one of the outstanding examples of the world

famous Berlin sculptural school of the nineteenth century.

The bridge, with its monumental groups of figures, is a

major element of the sculptural program designed by

Schinkel and Rauch. Today they line up along a busy inner

city street, which is a major traffic artery and forms a part

of the buffer zone around the Museum Island. This cir-

cumstance, i.e. the location of the bridge in the center of

the city and the fact that it has been in the public focus

since it was built, is the main reason why the sculpted

figures in particular have experienced a turbulent history

and a variety of restoration phases.

Directly after the sculptures were assembled in 1855 and

1860, they were treated with a coating of soluble glass as a

preventive measure against air pollution. For the same

reason, the figures were treated with an emulsion wash

roughly every 3 years until 1916. Up to 1943 no further

work on the figures is documented, and a comparison of

historical photographs shows that regular cleaning and care

of the statues was no longer carried out. The condition of

the figures deteriorated progressively, and in some places

they were distinctly blackened. In 1943 the sculptures were

disassembled to protect them from war damage, and they

were stored in wooden coverings at various locations in the

western part of the city. The poor storage conditions up to

1969 led to a drastic deterioration in the condition of the

sculptures, with parts broken off. At the end of the 1960s

the sculptures were reassembled again and the missing

parts were replaced. From 1978 they were stored in a

‘‘lapidarium’’. After the sculptures were returned from

West Berlin to the GDR in 1981, they were cleaned,

reinforced with silicone resin and treated hydrophobically.

In 1983/84 they had been erected at the original location.

During a restoration work in 1992/93, the silicone resin

coating was removed abrasively by microblasting. In 2007,

a careful restoration program began, which is based on a

minimal intervention concept.

Rocks investigated

For the investigation of the strength properties and its cross

correlation to ultrasonic wave velocities as a function of the

state of weathering, representative Carrara marble samples

were collected (Fig. 4) representing four different preser-

vation conditions: fresh (Cfr), slightly weathered (Csl),

medium weathered (Cme), and strongly weathered (Csr).

All weathered samples come from the Marble Palace in

Potsdam (Germany). The samples were originally part of

an Attica cornice of the palace’s south wing. The marble

samples were produced during the time of construction and

were replaced during the restoration work at the end of the

twentieth century. The fresh sample was taken from a

quarry near Gioia in the Carrara region of Italy.

Macroscopically, the samples are characterized by a

more or less comparable appearance. They show a weak

and irregular dark veined metamorphic layering. A strongly

oriented foliation is not observable. However, the veins

show a slight preferred orientation. Between the dark veins

the marbles appear milky white, which is a typical attribute

of weathered Carrara marble (Fig. 4). In contrast, the fresh

Table 1 Damage classification based on Vp values of marbles (from

Köhler 1991)

Damage

class

Vp (km/s) State of preservation Porosity

(vol. %)

0 [5.0 Fresh \0.5

I 3.0–5.0 Increasing porosity 1.3–0.5

II 2.0–3.0 Crumbling surface 3.0–1.3

III 1.5–2.0 Fractured 5.3–3.0

IV \1.5 Disintegrated [5 %
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sample exhibits a grayish appearance and shows stronger

veining as defined by the irregular dark layers. The dif-

ferent preservation states of the weathered marbles are also

visible on the sample surfaces. The original surfaces of the

slightly and medium weathered specimens are well pre-

served, whereas the strongly weathered sample shows a

significant loss of the original marble surface. The damage

is caused by a sugar-like crumbling of calcite grains, which

leads to a straightening of the ornamentation.

The investigated marbles exhibit a medium grain size of

about 180 lm. The samples show a more or less polygonal

and equigranular grain fabric (Fig. 4). The grain bound-

aries are slightly curved to weakly interlocking. Often

straight boundaries occur. Polysynthetic twinning of the

calcite grains is rare. Cleavage planes occur frequently and

are observable in the fresh sample. This may be due to

mechanical deformation during the thin section

preparation.

Fig. 4 Investigated samples of

Carrara marble: weathered

specimens from the Marble

Palace in Potsdam and a fresh

reference sample from the

quarry near Gioia (Italy)
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Detailed fabric investigations were done on the slightly

weathered sample (Fig. 5). Image analysis was performed

on three orthogonal digitized thin sections (Duyster 1991).

Macroscopically, the specimen shows a bright white color

and contains irregular gray veins. The veins are folded and

display a streak-like distortion and usually range from 0.5

to 2 cm in width. A preferred orientation of the veins is not

clearly detectable. The sample shows a weak decay in the

form of granular disintegration.

Microstructurally, the Carrara sample shows a nearly

equigranular polygonal grain fabric (Fig. 5a) with straight

grain boundaries and 120� triple-point junctions (Fig. 5a).

The grain size is given as an average area parameter

(Fig. 5a–d). The percentage of a specific area class was

computed as a function of total area and total number of

grains (Fig 5a). The grain size is about 200 lm and the

grain size distribution shows a narrow maximum (Fig. 5a).

In the XY plane of the investigated sample a weak preferred

grain boundary orientation (subparallel Y direction) can be

observed (Fig. 5a).

The lattice preferred orientation (here referred to as tex-

ture) of the marble was determined by means of neutron

diffraction (Siegesmund et al. 1999; Ullemeyer et al. 2000).

Due to the high penetration depth of neutrons, large sample

volumes may be investigated and a better approximation of

the bulk rock texture is achieved. The analyzed texture pat-

tern of the Carrara sample can be described as c-axis fiber

type. Correspondingly, all other plane normals and axes form

small girdle distributions around this fiber axis. The texture

intensity is weak with a c-axes maximum of 1.3 mrd. This

low texture is typical for Carrara marbles (Leiss and Ulle-

meyer 1999; Weiss et al. 1999; Ruedrich 2003).

Fig. 5 Microfabric analysis of

the slightly weathered Carrara

marble sample. a Grain fabric,

b grain size distribution, c grain

boundary orientation and

d lattice preferred orientation of

calcite crystals (texture)
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Methods

In order to take the directional dependency of the rock

parameters into account, the investigations were performed

on specimens from mutually perpendicular directions

(Fig. 6). For this a reference coordinate system with

respect to the macroscopically visible elements of foliation

and lineation was chosen (X, Y, Z). The XY plane delin-

eates the metamorphic foliation.

Porosity

In order to characterize the total accessible porosity (U),

measurements of hydrostatic weighting were performed on

sample cubes (65 9 65 9 65 mm). The dry (mdry), the

saturated (msat), and the hydrostatic mass (mhydro) of the

saturated samples were determined. Total water saturation

was obtained by using a vacuum. Porosity was calculated

by U = ((msat - mdry)/(msat - mhydro)�100). The porosity

measurements were carried out on cylindrical samples

(50 mm diameter, 50 mm length).

Pore radii distribution

The pore size distribution of the rocks was determined by

using mercury porosimetry (Brakel et al. 1981). The inves-

tigations were carried out with pressures up to 2 kbar, which

allows the evaluation of pore radii of about 0.005 lm. At least

three cylindrical specimens ([ 12.5 9 20.0 mm) of every

rock sample were analyzed. The results show comparable

distributions for the respective rock. The data in Table 2

represent results of single measurements.

Compressional wave velocities

Investigations of the compressional wave velocities (Vp) were

performed to obtain information about the elastic properties

of the marbles. The transient times of ultrasonic pulses

(piezoceramic transducers with a resonant frequency

250 kHz) were measured using the transmission technique

(Birch 1960). To correlate the Vp values with the strength and

pore space properties, the analyses were carried out on dif-

ferent specimens, which were cut from a larger sample block.

Fig. 6 Used reference system:

a the three orthogonal directions

with regard to the foliation and

lineation and b directional

sampling for flexural and

compressive strength analysis

with indication of the induced

stresses by mechanical loading

(arrows)

Table 2 Pore space properties of the investigated marble samples

Sample Porosity Deviation Average pore radius Pore radii distribution [%]

0.001–0.01 lm 0.01–0.1 lm 0.1–1 lm 1–10 lm [10 lm

Cfr 0.23 0.03 0.028 27.14 52.54 20.32 0.00 0.00

Csl 0.52 0.02 0.046 18.55 58.86 20.17 2.42 0.00

Cme 1.45 0.52 0.378 0.00 6.30 86.12 7.58 0.00

Cst 2.33 0.25 0.923 0.00 5.83 38.68 55.50 0.00
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Flexural strength

The flexural strength (rFS) was determined using prismatic

samples with the dimensions 25 9 50 9 150 mm. The

mechanical load was applied to the centerline of the sam-

ples between two bearings with a strain rate of 30 N/s until

failure. The flexural strength was calculated after Eq. 1

from the maximum load Fmax, the distance of the bearings

and the dimension of the fracture surface. The measure-

ments have been carried out on a minimum of six samples

per direction (parallel X and Z).

rFS ¼ 3 � Fmax � d=2 � w � h2 MPa½ � ð1Þ

Uniaxial compressive strength and Young’s modulus

For the uniaxial compressive strength (rUCS), measure-

ments on cylindrical specimens (50.0 mm diameter,

50.0 mm length) with coplanar end-faces (accuracy of

0.1 per cent) were performed. The load was applied to the

end-faces of the specimen with a strain rate of 1,000 N/s

until failure. The maximum load is defined as the uniaxial

compressive strength (Eq. 2). The analysis was done on a

minimum of six samples per direction (parallel X and Z).

rFS ¼ 3 � Fmax � d=2 � w � h2 MPa½ � ð2Þ

The Young’s modulus was determined from the stress–

strain curve of the uniaxial compressive strength tests.

rFS ¼ 3 � Fmax � d=2 � w � h2 MPa½ � ð3Þ

Results

Pore space properties

The fresh marble sample (Cfr) exhibits a porosity about

0.2 % (Fig. 7; Table 2). This is a typical value for crys-

talline rocks, which in non-deteriorated preservation states

show more or less no porosity (Ruedrich 2003). The slight

porosity can still be produced by preparation traces at the

sample surfaces. For the strongly deteriorated sample the

porosity is strongly increased up to 2.3 %. The slightly

weathered sample exhibits a porosity about 0.5 % and the

medium deteriorated specimen a porosity of ca. 1.5 %. The

progressive increase of the porosity can be traced back to a

progressive widening of microcracks during weathering

and the connection and access to isolated microcracks.

With increasing porosity a pronounced change of the

pore distribution also occurs (Table 2; Fig. 7). Generally, a

more or less Gaussian distribution of the pore radius was

found with one maximum and a certain amount of smaller

or larger pores (unequal unimodal distribution). With

progressive state of deterioration the maximum of the pore

radii distribution shows a shifting to larger radii. The

maximum is about 0.01 lm for the fresh, about 0.10 lm

for the slightly weathered, between 0.10 and 1.00 lm for

the medium and about 1.00 lm for the strongly deterio-

rated sample. Besides the shift of the maximum, a change

in the distribution of smaller and larger pores is also

observable. The fresh sample shows beside the maximum a

relatively high amount of larger pores (Fig. 7a), whereas

the pattern of the strongly deteriorated sample exhibits a

higher number of pores, which are smaller than the maxi-

mum (Fig. 7d). In contrast, for the slight and medium

weathered samples the amount of smaller and larger pores

beside the maximum is nearly equal (Fig. 7c,d).

In Fig. 8 the average pore radius is plotted versus

porosity of the respective sample. The diagram shows that

the porosity increases more strongly than the pore radii.

This can be explained by a change in the active weathering

processes. During progressive deterioration, chemical

solution processes start. Due to microcrack opening the

water uptake and also drying processes increases. The

chemical solution leads to a strong increase in the porosity

but affect the pore radii only slightly. Furthermore, the

dissolution processes might connect already existing but

isolated microcracks, which have a similar pore radius.

Flexural and uniaxial compressive strength

For the investigated samples the flexural strength varies

between 1.33 N/mm2 for the strongly weathered and

20.22 N/mm2 for the fresh marble sample. Generally, the

highest values are observable by applying the tensile force

parallel to the Z-direction with the exception of the med-

ium weathered sample (Table 3). Remarkable are the

extremely low flexural strength values of the strongly

weathered sample. Although it is possible to prepare

specimens of this sample for the measurements, the fabric

cohesion against tensile forces tends to zero.

The uniaxial compressive strength exhibits values of

40.89 N/mm2 for the strongly weathered and 104.52 N/mm2

for the fresh sample. A plot of the uniaxial compressive

strength versus the flexural strength of the investigated mar-

bles is given in Fig. 9, whereas two noticeable features are

observable. On the one hand, the flexural strength shows a

strong decrease with respect to the state of weathering, while

the compressive strength is less sensitive. This can be traced

back to the importance of microcracks for the tensile strength

(Peck et al. 1985; Brosch et al. 2000).

Elastic properties

To classify the preservation state of the investigated marble

samples by ultrasound initial measurements were made
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using compressional waves by means of a simple trans-

mission procedure (Birch 1960, 1961). The compressional

wave velocity (Vp) can be calculated by the time and dis-

tance travelled by the ultrasonic wave. A compressional

wave oscillator operating at 250 kHz utilizing a surface

coupling device from the company Geotron was applied to

measure the ultrasonic velocities. To compensate for any

uneven surfaces and to create a better sonic transmission,

coupling clay is used. The measurements were made on all

sample bodies used for strength measurements parallel to

the direction of stress and bending tensile load, respec-

tively. Ultrasonic velocities of marbles are strongly

dependent on the moisture content of the rock. Thus,

marbles in the dry state can show velocities of 3.0 km/s,

while under water-saturated conditions velocities may

reach ca. 6.0 km/s (Ruedrich et al. 2001a; Weiss et al.

2002a). The samples were therefore stored for at least

4 days at a temperature of 30 �C and a relative humidity of

20 %. The strongly damaged sample Cst (used as a com-

pressive strength test body) showed compressional wave

velocity values of around 1.6 km/s (Table 3, 4; Fig. 10).

The medium to strongly damaged sample Cme exhibits

values between 2.5 and 2.8 km/s. Moreover, the velocities

for samples Csl and Cfr lie between 3.4 and 5.6 km/s. The

investigated samples cover the spectrum of ultrasonic

velocities that are usually considered for marbles, and may

also be measured in situ on marble objects (e.g. Köhler

1991; Ruedrich et al. 2001c; Snethlage et al. 1999; Sieg-

esmund et al. 2007).

Discussion

For thousands of years marbles have been considered as a

very unique natural building stone used in ancient/histori-

cal monuments. Marbles belong to one of the more sig-

nificant rock groups with a total exploitation volume of ca.

20–30 %. Along with the aesthetic aspects the strength

properties form the decisive criteria with respect to quality,

Fig. 8 Average pore radius versus porosity in the investigated

samples

Fig. 7 Pore radius distributions

of the investigated samples

a Cfr, b Csl, c Cme, d Cst
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the processing possibilities, and the application properties.

From the physical properties of natural stones as well as

their complexity, all of the crucial technical properties can

be extrapolated for the use of this natural resource. Min-

eral composition and fabric determine the wide spectrum

of the physical/technical properties, and in addition the

degree of weathering, which is an important factor in the

characterization of natural stones. Marbles have a very

simple mineralogical composition, and surprisingly show

distinct differences in weathering behavior. This is mainly

due to the extraordinary physical properties of calcite

crystals (the major rock-forming mineral of marbles) and

the rock fabric of marbles. In the case of dolomitic mar-

bles the weathering is less pronounced compared to cal-

citic marbles. Total fabric disintegration in marbles is a

topic much discussed today, which in extreme cases leads

to granular disintegration described as sugaring. This not

only threatens important sculptures exposed outdoors, but

is also a great danger on numerous buildings where marble

is used as cladding. The prediction and interpretation of

the quantitative damage plays an important role in this

situation.

Weathering and its effect on the mechanical properties

The analysis of the mechanical properties is one of the tests

often used on natural stones. Many tests, however, are

destructive and are not applicable for solving the numerous

problems in the field of monument preservation. The

compressive strength is apparently in a constant relation-

ship of 1:10 to 1:15 to the tensile strength (Hirschwald

1912). Flexural strength, on the other hand, attains a value

of 2 to 2.5 times the value of the tensile strength. Based on

statistical analyses, including around 2,100 commercial

stones, Mosch and Siegesmund (2007) found that the

compressive strength for marbles shows a variation ranging

from 32.7 to 210.0 MPa, flexural strength from 2.7 to

28.0 MPa, and the tensile strength ranging from 2.4 to

24.4 MPa. On the basis of data presented in the literature,

the determined strength results show a large scattering

(Table 3). Furthermore, even the anisotropy is contained in

the so-called scattering, which in marbles is very signifi-

cant. From the statistical data it is also evident that the

relationship discussed by Hirschwald (1912) is not met for

marbles. For this rock group a significant different rela-

tionship is clearly evident (see Fig. 11).

The relatively low strength is directly related to the

nearly monomineralic character of various marbles, as well

as to the fabric inventory and the grain size distribution

(Brosch et al. 2000; Zeisig et al. 2002). Different marble

types are characterized by an equigranular and polygonal

grain fabric (Weiss et al. 2002b; Shushakova et al. 2011).

The decrease of the grain surface by the process of grain

boundary area reduction leads to an almost complete

equilibration of the grain boundaries. Consequently, the

strength in such marble varieties can be significantly

reduced, in contrast to such stones with stronger inter-

locking interlobate grain boundaries (Shushakova et al.

2011). Other authors have also shown that unweathered

Fig. 9 Uniaxial compressive strength versus flexural strength of the

investigated samples

Table 3 Strength and Young’s modulus values as well as their associated ultrasonic velocities

Sample Vp of rUCS samples (km/s) rUCS (N/mm2) E-modulus (kN mm2) Vp of rFS samples (km/s) rFS (N/mm2)

Average Deviation Average Deviation Average Deviation Average Deviation Average Deviation

Cfr k X 5.51 0.13 104.52 4.46 30.84 5.83 6.09 0.06 18.35 1.25

Cfr k Z 5.57 0.14 103.79 1.31 35.67 1.10 6.21 0.09 20.22 3.26

Csl k X 3.48 0.06 100.79 12.81 20.12 9.85 4.34 0.08 12.15 0.84

Csl k Z 3.93 0.33 105.62 2.19 23.78 3.14 4.24 0.08 13.05 0.17

Cme k X 2.54 0.27 79.02 5.51 17.20 1.85 2.63 0.11 6.92 0.69

Cme k Z 2.81 0.24 90.07 3.98 23.05 3.66 2.40 0.24 6.18 0.91

Cst k X 1.56 0.12 40.89 7.27 7.37 2.14 2.06 0.21 1.33 0.72

Cst k Z 1.61 0.35 47.00 12.00 9.48 3.70 1.71 0.08 1.53 0.34
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marbles exhibit low tensile strengths when compared to

other crystalline rocks (e.g. Fleischer 2002; Strohmeyer

and Siegesmund 2002). Ruedrich (2003) investigated the

fabric dependency of the tensile strength and its anisotropy

on a Carrara marble. The analyses of the tensile strength

were determined in 13 different directions, whereby the

load in the Brazil test was turned in 15� steps around the

cylinder axis. Here the 90� direction equates to the foliation

plane. The minimum of the tensile strength for the Carrara

marble was 3.4 MPa, whereas the maximum lies at

5.6 MPa. The anisotropy (A) reaches a value of 39 %. The

fabric analysis has shown that during the tensile load the

fracture zones are driven by a clear dependency on

the grain fabric of the individual marble. Investigations on

the fine-grained Carrara marble with its polygonal grain

shapes and essentially straight grain boundaries show that

the tensile cracks prefer to follow the grain boundaries and

seldom trace an intracrystalline path (Siegesmund and

Dürrast 2011, see Fig. 10).

The decrease in the marble strength following progres-

sive weathering has been discussed in a number of publi-

cations (Ruedrich et al. 2001b; Koch and Siegesmund

2004; and Siegesmund et al. 2007). The flexural strength is

reduced with increasing porosity, which is expressed as the

amount of pore space and/or the crack volume in the total

rock. This relationship almost takes the path of a potential

function. This means that the weathering causes a new

formation of the pore volume and is first connected to a

Fig. 10 SEM images depicting well-developed grain boundary fracturing or a loosening of grain boundary cohesion

Table 4 Selected marble samples and their Vp data measured under dry and weathered conditions and also as a function of the state of

weathering

Marble type Sample condition Porosity (vol. %) Dry condition Water-saturated

Vpmax (km/s) Vpmin (km/s) Avp %) Vpmax (km/s) Vpmin (km/s) Avp (%)

Carrara Fresh 0.20 6.42 6.16 4.1 6.67 6.62 2.1

Weathered 0.43 4.50 4.07 9.5 6.06 5.92 2.9

Strongly weathered 2.12 2.44 1.63 33.0 4.83 4.67 3.3

Prieborn Weathered 0.55 3.97 2.93 26.1 6.16 5.74 6.8

Kauffung Fresh 0.23 6.58 5.43 17.8 7.17 6.31 12.0

Weathered 0.37 6.14 5.48 12.8 6.68 6.01 10.1

GrossKunzendorf Fresh 0.31 5.05 4.37 13.6 6.83 6.48 5.2

Weathered 0.77 4.84 2.45 49.3 6.50 5.81 10.5

Lasa Fresh 0.33 5.68 5.03 11.5 6.53 6.29 3.6

Weathered 0.45 4.48 3.77 16.0 5.92 5.64 4.7

Sterzing Fresh 0.30 6.40 4.87 23.8 6.87 6.06 11.7

Weathered 0.49 5.00 4.44 11.1 6.49 6.21 4.3
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strong reduction in the rock strength, which slows down

with every increase in the porosity. The formation of the

crack volume in the rock also appears to be discernible in

fresh or weakly weathered marble plates. The reduction in

the flexural strength from ca. 20 MPa down to 1.3 MPa

(Table 3) goes hand in hand with the destruction of the

total fabric (Fig. 10). Values obtained for the static

E-modulus calculated from the compressive strength dis-

play a majority trend, whereby those rocks with the highest

strength also show the highest values for the E-modulus.

Weathering characterized by ultrasonic wave velocities

In many situations it is impossible to receive a large

amount of samples for characterizing the state of the

damaged marble objects. Therefore, in most cases the

degree of weathering-caused disintegration on buildings

and sculptures is determined by means of ultrasonic mea-

surements. Here, the supposition is that the compressional

wave velocity (Vp) can be directly correlated to the

weathering condition. Based on measurements taken on

objects constructed from different marble types (Carrara

marble, Laaser marble, Silesian marble, see Ruedrich

2003), it could be shown that the evaluation of the petro-

physical properties is not sufficient under the premise of a

primary isotropic behavior (Siegesmund 1996; Siegesmund

et al. 2007). From this it is evident that a simple Vp/porosity

correlation is not sufficient without considering the com-

position, the pore space and its saturation and the rock

fabric for characterizing the condition of weathering. The

enormous decrease in the Vp can be explained by a

decrease in the cohesion and accompanying reduction of

the elastic coupling of calcite crystals in the marble fabric

(see Fig. 10). By calculating the Vp value as a function of

the porosity using the ‘‘time-average’’ equation after

Wyllie et al. (1956), which considers the pore space satu-

ration and anisotropy, the calculated values lie much higher

than the values measured by Köhler (1991). For a dry

calcite marble (water saturation Sw = 0) and a porosity of

2 %, a minimal value of 4.3 km s-1 can be calculated,

which according to Köhler (1991) is opposite to the

velocity of 2.4 km s-1. This example clearly shows that

the observed decrease in the ultrasonic velocity with

increasing weathering is primarily the result of the

decoupling of the crystals and can not only be explained by

a porosity increase.

Figures 4 and 11 clearly depict the Carrara samples,

which exhibit different intensities of weathering, result

from the Vp reduction due to the increase in porosity. When

the calculated Vp velocities for the samples are plotted

against the compressive strength, flexural strength and the

Young’s modulus, a decrease in the mechanical properties

results from a reduction in the Vp (Fig. 11). Gebrande

(1982) determined a mean density of 2.73 g/cm3 based on

59 marble samples and a Vp velocity of 5.73 km/s (80 %

confidence limits of 5.04–6.42 km/s) as well as a Vs

velocity of 3.19 km/s (80 % confidence limits of

2.71–3.66 km/s). This entails a Young’s modulus of around

64 GPa.

For the diagnosis in the preservation of marbles by

means of ultrasonic velocities, the question under consid-

eration is what influence the porosity has on the velocity.

Numerous models have been presented in the literature

originating from different scientific disciplines, which

correlate the ultrasonic velocities with the pore spaces in

crystalline rocks (Fig. 12). Two different approaches will

be tested against the data collected in this study. The

comparison is done with the working hypothesis of Köhler

(1991) and the model hypothesis from Weiss et al. (2001),

which is based on the mathematical foundation of

Fig. 11 Correlation of strength

data with the elastic properties
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O’Connell and Budiansky (1974). The relationship of the

Vp to porosity after Köhler (1991) is based on measure-

ments conducted on the Carrara marble in various states of

preservation. On the basis of these empirical data, Köhler

developed a correlation function between the Vp and the

porosity (Vp = H12/A).

Weathered marbles show lower ultrasonic velocities in

the dry state than unweathered marbles. The decrease in the

ultrasonic velocities results from the weathering generated

microcrack growth (e.g. Weiss et al. 2001). The difference

in the Vp properties between a crack-free sample and a

sample with a high density of cracks represents the crack-

generated part in the ultrasonic characteristics (Ras-

olofosaon et al. 2000; Dürrast et al. 1999; Siegesmund

et al. 2007). Numerous studies have discussed how far the

velocity difference of the crack-generated ultrasonic

velocity decrease can be evaluated as a measure for the

damage in a marble (e.g. Köhler 1991; Weiss et al. 2001;

Dürrast et al. 1999; Weiss et al. 2002a). Generally, the

measured Vp velocities of ca. 7 km/s for the unweathered

state should be reduced almost to 1 km/s for strongly

weathered marbles (see Weiss et al. 2002b).

Vp values for different marbles are listed in Tables 3 and

4. The Vp spectrum varies between 1.63 and 6.14 km/s.

This is similar to the spectrum of the Carrara marbles

investigated here and shown in Fig. 12. With regard to the

velocity anisotropies, variations between 9.5 and 49.3 %

could be determined.

According to the hypothetical model of Weiss et al.

(2001), the velocity reduction can be understood as a

function of the crack geometry. The underlying principle

of the hypothesis is that the pre-existing porosity forms

from certain types of ellipsoidal cracks. Thus, crack

geometry is defined by a length relationship between the

short axis and long axis (i.e. the aspect ratio). Circular

pores would have an aspect ratio of 1 and flat pores would

be less than 1 (see Fig. 12). The strong velocity reduction

in weathered crystalline marbles can only be caused by

very flat cracks (compare Weiss et al. 2001, 2002a,

Fig. 12). Using 123 selected marble samples the Vp data

were determined as a function of the porosity on a sample

body (cubic-shaped) in the dry and water-saturated state

(see also Ruedrich 2003 or Weiss et al. 2002b). In addi-

tion, the two hypothetical models have been added to the

diagram (compare Weiss et al. 2001). In the dry state the

samples show velocities ranging between 7.0 and 2.0 km/

s. For most of the samples very low porosities were

determined. Essentially these equate to the model

approach of O’Connell and Budiansky (1974) in the

predicted area of a strong ultrasonic decrease and a small

porosity increase, which can only be caused by very flat

cracks that have an aspect ratio of 0.005.

Exceptions are represented by strongly weathered sam-

ples of Carrara and Grosskunzendorfer marble, which are

found to have an aspect ratio of 0.01. In microscale anal-

ysis both marbles show a modification of the crack

geometry appearing in the form of corrosion (Fig. 13). This

process leads to an increase in the porosity, but apparently

does not have a pronounced effect on the ultrasonic

velocities. For dry conditions it can be determined that the

relationship of ultrasound to porosity also follows the

empirical correlation function developed by Köhler (1991)

as evident by the strong trend in the weathered Carrara

sample. It can be assumed that marbles, which exhibit a

purely mechanical crack formation, follow the model

approach of O’Connel and Budiansky (1974), and thereby

require a very small porosity increase with a strong

velocity decrease. After a certain amount of disintegration,

solution processes can become active that modify the

microcracks and generate an opposite trend. Thus, a strong

porosity increase correlates to a relatively small velocity

reduction. When the samples are in the water-saturated

state the trend of the experimental data is clearly flatter (see

Fig. 12). The data for the Carrara marble deviate from the

dry state with an aspect ratio of 0.005. This lack of

agreement is due to the fact that strongly weathered mar-

bles in a water-saturated state show lower velocities than

those in a crack-free condition. Therefore, these results do

not agree with the model of O’Connel and Budiansky

(1974).

The reduction of the ultrasonic velocities by progressive

weathering of marbles is due to an increasing crack density

and crack width. In addition, the type of cracks and their

distribution are of crucial importance in rocks. According

to microscale investigations, the respective cracks and the

distribution pattern can be ascribed to specific fabric ele-

ments, although the grain fabric should be emphasized.

The coarse-grained marbles with interlocking grain

boundaries show a completely deviating crack pattern as

compared to the fine-grained polygonal grain fabric types.

This is also reflected in the ultrasonic travel times. Fur-

thermore, the intrinsic anisotropy generates a mostly

directionally dependent ultrasonic velocity in marbles with

a frequently pronounced texturing, which needs to be

considered when characterizing the state of preservation.

The pore space is small but very efficient in reducing the

velocities. All of the marbles exhibit water-saturated

velocities within the range of 5.5 to 6.9 km s-1. The Vpmax

of the weathered Carrara marble is for example close to the

Vpmin of the fresh Carrara marble, and thus, these

0.4 km s-1 are within the accuracy of the measurement.

Therefore, ultrasonic velocity measurements are extremely

sensitive on type and degree of fluid saturation (see also

Weiss et al. 2002a).
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Stability assessment

The Landesdenkmalamt Berlin (Perseveration Authority

Berlin or Berlin Preservation Office) appointed a structural

engineer to certify the structural safety of the statues based

on the actual weathering state of the marble. These

assessments where needed to guarantee the transportation

safety on the bridge therefore, the flexural and compressive

Fig. 12 Average compressional wave velocities for different marble

samples as a function of porosity and sample condition: a dry samples

and b water-saturated samples. The anisotropy of the respective

marble is illustrated as error bars. The velocity/porosity curve of

Köhler (1991; bold line) and the theoretical predictions according to

the models of O’Connell and Budiansky (1974); (hatched lines) are

added for comparison. For the latter model calculations, the aspect

ratio of the cracks assumed in the computations are given. Moreover,

in c and d the mean velocities of the compressive wave for various

marble samples in dependence of the porosity and sample state are

shown (I Carrara and II Grosskunzendorf, both strongly weathered; III
Kauffung; IV Prieborn; V Lasa, Sterzing, Carrara, medium weathering

condition). e Schematic representation of the aspect ratio for the

sample geometry used in the modeling and based on O’Connel and

Budiansky. By an aspect ratio of 0.01 the pores are extremely flat.

f Theoretical calculation of the porosity increase due to thermal crack

formation for different crack densities. A crack density of 6 % (see

dotted line) is realistic for thermally damaged marbles, which

essentially gives an increase in the porosity of 0.125 % (modified

after Weiss et al. 2001, 2002b)
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strengths of the statues were needed. These were estimated

on the basis of the ultrasonic parameters for the leg area of

the warrior and the Nike sculptures. The above-mentioned

strength data and the corresponding velocity data on the

weathered marbles are more or less comparable to the data

observed on some sculptures from the Schlossbrücke,

especially from the sculpture group ‘‘Nike Crowns the

Hero’’. Sixty-four ultrasound velocities measured by

Sobott (2008) show velocities up to 1.3 km/s with an

average value of around 2.2 km/s. These velocities and the

flexural and compressive strength data given in Fig. 11 are

the basis for the internal stress calculation.

Based on a measurement of the main size proportions

and photos of the statues, drawings of the outlines of the

figures were generated (Figs. 14, 15). The overall dead

load of the statue was estimated by scaling the average

volume of a man with 70 kg weight which is 0.075 m3 by

the size proportions. Using the density of the marble and

the estimated volumes of the attachments of the figure the

weight was calculated. The calculations indicate that the

Fig. 13 Etch pits and corrosion phenomena in a marble sample under the SEM

Fig. 14 Intersection I–I near

the footing of the statue

showing the center of area S
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statuaries have a weight of 11.4 and 13.2 kN. Wind and

snow pressures on the surfaces of the statues were esti-

mated on the basis of German codes for wind and snow

loads for a surrounding box of the figure group.

The main basis for the stability assessments of the whole

statue group in addition to the assessments for individual

parts of the statue is to calculate the main properties of

areas in intersections and elevations of the statue. These are

the center of the area, the moments of inertia and the main

axes.

The safety factor for tilt based on the prior load and

form estimations has been calculated to 1.28, which is

smaller than the factor of 1.5 required by the code regu-

lations. Therefore, based on the result of the calculations

the recommendation was that the statue should be anchored

or heavy base plates should be attached to the statue.

In consequence, the internal stress calculations together

with the P-wave velocities and the strength data reveal that

the most critical parts like the wings of the sculpture and

the crown holding hand must be replaced. These parts are

designed and manufactured by sculptors for safety reasons.

Table 5 shows the results of the stress calculations. Near

the joint of the wing to the figure (Fig. 16) the calculated

internal stresses nearly reach the bending tensile strength of

medium to strong weathered marble.

Summary

Although marble has a very simple mineralogical compo-

sition, i.e. calcite or dolomite as rock-forming minerals, the

weathering features appear in a large variety of forms. In

the case of the physical weathering of marbles, the phe-

nomena may range from superficial disintegration to

complete loss of cohesion along grain boundaries due to

Fig. 15 Elevation of the figure

group in the center of area S

Fig. 16 Intersection of the wing of the statue
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dilatancy, i.e. the total decay of the material. The decay of

marbles is sometimes the most spectacular deterioration

feature, although the loss in cohesion and the loss in

strength are already evident without the well-known bow-

ing of marble panels. Some of the mechanisms that have

been suggested to explain the decay of marble include,

marble type and its fabrics, stress relief, thermal expansion

and expansion due to moisture and temperature (thermo-

hygric properties) or the building physics and the chemical

and or biological action.

The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. In contrast to the long period of stability in natural

environments (time of marble formation up to the use

as a building stone) marbles usually exhibit distinct

weathering features up to complete decay after a

comparatively short time of outside exposure on

buildings. The rock fabric has a significant control on

the material properties. The metamorphic and defor-

mation history over the geological time span may

lead to complex final rock fabrics (grain size, the

configuration of grain boundaries, shape fabrics as

well as lattice preferred orientation and microcracks).

2. For the Carrara marble a close relationship between

quantified rock fabrics and the mechanical properties

was also demonstrated as a function of an increasing

state of weathering. In summary, the mechanical and

physical properties decrease with weathering, while

the porosity and the pore radii distribution increase.

3. Thermal and thermohydric dilatation processes are

the main progressive decay processes of marbles.

This leads to progressive crack initiation and prop-

agation during weathering, while the pore space can

be modified due to chemical and biological action.

4. The investigations have shown that marble decay

causes a significant decrease in the strength proper-

ties (compressive strength, flexural strength, tensile

strength, Young’s modulus, etc.), while the porosity

as well as the pore radii distribution changes.

Combining the results from our study with the data

in the literature, it becomes obvious that the usually

accepted ratio between the compressive, flexural and

tensile stresses is less pronounced than for other rock

groups. The decrease of the mechanical properties

with the increase in deterioration is significant but

non-linear. Strength loss versus the increase in

porosity relationship is representative for the inves-

tigated marbles.

5. Marbles usually show a strong directional depen-

dence of strength properties. This anisotropy is

clearly controlled by the marble fabric (i.e. differ-

ences in their microstructure as lattice preferred

orientation, grain size, grain shape, grain shape

fabrics, grain interlocking). The rock failure is not

only controlled by the increasing porosity but also by

the microstructure. The analyzed Carrara marble has

a nearly equigranular–polygonal foam structure and

shows significant grain boundary cracks. Since the

respective grain fabric parameters control the direc-

tional dependence of the tensile strength, the pre-

ferred grain boundary orientation, texture, etc. are of

significant importance. Also the weathering intensity

must be taken into account for tensile strength

measurements.

6. A conclusive result was obtained by combining the

effect of strength loss and its relationship to the

porosity and the compressional wave velocities.

Several samples representing a broad variation in

decay phenomena were used to constrain the loss in

cohesion of this sample because the Vp velocities can

be applied to characterize the Young’s modulus of

the marble, and thus, the derivation of the materials’

quality or their heterogeneities, respectively.

7. Vp is also a measure for the decrease in strength. The

reduction of the velocities with increasing state of

weathering is correlated with an increasing micro-

crack density and microcrack width. In addition, the

crack type and their distribution in the marble have a

significant control on the velocity reduction. The

microcrack formation is also crystallographically

controlled, i.e. parallel to the cleavage planes or

twins. The loading direction for example may control

the initiation of intragranular cracks, while in other

cases the shape fabric controls the opening of grain

boundaries. Therefore, coarse-grained marbles with

interlocking grain boundaries may show completely

different microcrack patterns compared to fine-

grained marbles with polygonal grain boundaries.

Consequently, the Vp velocities may differ signifi-

cantly. If any lattice preferred orientation of the

calcite and dolomite crystals exists, the directional

dependence of the Vp velocities must be considered

when discussing the state of weathering.

8. Ultrasonic wave velocity measurements are a pow-

erful and sensitive tool for the damage assessment of

marble. Experimental data reveal that the state of

Table 5 Results of the stress calculations

Compression or bending

compression D (N/mm2)

Tension or bending

tension Z (N/mm2)

Ankle statue

‘‘Sieger’’

0.71 0.016

Wing statue ‘‘Nike’’

near joint to figure

4.29 4.59
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preservation of a marble is clearly documented by

compressional wave velocities. For the maximum

porosity of around 2.5 %, velocities determined on

dry samples range on the order of 1.5 km/s. Modal

calculations reveal that the velocity reduction is

caused by cracks with an extreme aspect ratio of

about 0.005 or even less.

9. If the microcracks are opened to certain extent, the

chemical solution at internal surfaces may increase

and lead to a strong increase in the porosity but only

to a slight increase of the pore radii. This could

explain the observed discrepancies between the

experimentally determined and the modeled ultra-

sonic velocities.

10. Water saturation has an important influence on the

magnitude and directional dependence of ultrasonic

velocities. Hence, it is essential to gather sufficient

information on the state of water saturation of an

object made from marble to quantify the state of

deterioration, since water as a pore fluid significantly

increases the velocities. This observation is a key

constrain when on-site inspections are performed.

11. Stability assessments are based on very low P-wave

velocity data. The strength properties together with

the internal stress calculations reveal that some

mechanical critical parts must be replaced due to

safety reasons. The analyses of the investigation and

the statistical calculations lead the Heritage Preser-

vation Office of Berlin to replace those parts on figure

group 4 (wings and crowns) prone to progressive

weathering with compliant sculptural material copies.
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